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EN



power on/off

snap shot/video

Micro SD memory card.
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LED Lighting

16GB SD Card
EA-03 Stand

USB Type C 
to A Cable

Snap / Record

Charger (Type C connector)

SD card slot/ Reset key

Power on/ off

EA-02 Probe

Battery Cover

Reset key

SD card slot Adapter
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Battery capacity File Snap

SD card 
memory capacity

ZOOM

SD card uninstall

SD card uninstall or 
out of memory

Dental handpiece 
disconnect to device

Recording / 
Video file

White Balance

LED

1. Make sure the battery is fully charged.
2. Before using the device, make sure the probe cap is removed.
3. Make sure the lens in front of the end is clean.
    *  Clean the lens by using a soft cloth.
4. Please make sure the memory is correctly inserted 
5. Attach the disposable probe cover by pushing onto 
    the probe end. Reverse procedure to remove and discard
    the cover after each use. 
    *Suggested brand and specification of the cover : 
     WelchAllyn 4.25mm Single-Use Adult tip.
     #52434-U (Purchase at your own)
6. Put on and take off the Probe 
    6-1 Switch off the device, hold the probe and 
          push the switch button down to remove the probe
    6-2 Insert the flange of the probe into the slot 
          of the main device at an angle of 30 degrees, 
          press the probe on the device. A snapping 
          sound will be heard when the probe is firmly 
          fixed to the device and then switch on the device.  
7. The "        "  will appear when taking off the probe 
    without switching off the device. After putting on the probe,
    the device will be switched on.
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Battery Power Ratio
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Model No. SC-1001AR
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